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The construction industry has had performance issues for the past twenty years [1, 3, & 5]. The
construction industry and construction research programs worldwide have assumed that the
problem is industry generated (from GC’s, subs, and vendors), resulting in more client
management, inspection, direction, and different delivery systems (design-build (DB),
construction management at risk (CM@Risk), privately financed initiatives (PFI), indefinite
delivery, indefinite quantity (IDIQ), job order contracting (JOC), and design, build, and maintain
or operate).
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Other efforts to improve performance have included lean construction, partnering, construction
management, and supply chain management. However, none of the above efforts are based on
testing using the scientific method (logical hypothesis that is tested, results analyzed and
documented with performance numbers, and the hypothesis validated or modified). As an
alternative solution for construction performance failure, the Performance Information
Procurement System has been created and tested.
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The testing has been unique for the following reasons:
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1. <Bullets and Numbers are not indented>
2. The process has been tested 400 times over 10 years ($260M in construction).

3. The process has resulted in 98% customer satisfaction, construction on time, and without
contractor generated cost change orders.
4. The process showed that contractors continually improved with minimal client management.
5. The process has shown that the best value does not necessarily cost more.
6. The process validates the hypothesis that the major source of the construction problem is in
the client’s delivery system.
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Heading Level 4 (1 line space before, in text heading). High performance and continuous
improvement require a high level of competition. Without competition, human nature, time, and
the passing of information between parties will lead to relationships. The authors theorize that
relationships share risk, dilute accountability, and lead to lower performance over time.
Competition based on performance forces the contractors to be accountable for their
performance. If a contractor does not perform, accountability forces the termination of the
contractor. Best value environments award contracts based on past performance and the ability
to minimize risk. Best value environments place no value on relationships. Relationships force
clients to make biased decisions – and decisions lead to risk. Contrary to popular opinion,
relationships, trust, direction, communications to contractors, and time spent by the client’s
representatives is maximized in the low bid environment (See Figure 2).
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Table 1: Sample analysis of data table explicitness. <Note table format, option 1>
Measurement
Equipment Load
Time
Distance
Method
Sand
1:54 hr.
2.5 mi.
2 ton dual axle
Dirt
2:17 hr.
2.3 mi.
1.5 ton single axle
Gravel
1:47 hr.
1.3 mi.
18 yd. Dump
Note. The reserve values represent the mean percentages of correctly traveled loads

Total Reserve
75%
16%
54%
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The value of management is maximized when the various participants do not understand their
function. Managers are forced to make decisions and exercise control to maintain the system [4].
In an efficient process, management is minimized and the operators control the quality of their
own work. The passing of technical information between participants, once the construction
event has begun, is minimized.
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Table 2: Sample analysis of data table explicitness. <Note table format, option 2>
Measurement
Equipment Load
Time
Distance
Method
Sand
1:54 hr.
2.5 mi.
2 ton dual axle
Dirt
2:17 hr.
2.3 mi.
1.5 ton single axle
Gravel
1:47 hr.
1.3 mi.
18 yd. Dump
Note. The reserve values represent the mean percentages of correctly traveled loads

Total Reserve
75%
16%
54%
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Similar to past research partners, moving to an information environment is a cultural change for
the client. As identified in the ten years of research of PIPS testing, the source for construction
nonperformance is embedded in the inefficient processes of the client.
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Figure 3: Mean overall motor activity of the 374 hp. Grade changer.
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